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This Senior Design project is called Car Jack 2.0. The goal of the project is to lift a vehicle entirely
off the ground, around 1-2 inches, so that the tires can be rotated. The design we created is an
attachment that is placed on top of an existing carjack. The design consists of four steel arms bolted to
a round base plate. The arms are extendable so that they can be adjusted for different vehicle sizes.
The arms adjust to align with the frame underneath the vehicle. As the carjack is engaged,
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 VALUE PROPOSITION / PROJECT SUGGESTION
The project required a device to be designed that could lift an entire car at one time. The
device had to have four extendable arms and be placed underneath the center of the vehicle.
Specifics on how that was to be created were left up to our team and will be covered in the
design brief in Chapter 2.
1.2
LIST OF TEAM MEMBERS
Chris Allensworth – Documentation, scheduling, risk analysis, budgeting
Will Hoenig – CAD modeling in Solidworks, background literature research, documentation
support
Naseem Sani - Stress analysis and calculations, prototype construction, codes and standards
research
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION STUDY

2.1 DESIGN BRIEF
This project will design a car lift. The car lift should be designed such that it will raise the
entire car with one machine placed under the car. It should be designed to accommodate
multiple car types and be hand powered or motor driven. The machine should be placed
under the center of the car with 4 extendable arms.
2.2

BACKGROUND SUMMARY
This first potential design is an already existing scissor jack with two hydraulic pumps
that actuate to lift a small platform. This existing design also has small lift points that can
adjust to the frame of the car. This is a high point for the design because it would likely be
able to lift many different cars by their frame rails. A downside to this design, however, is
that it does not appear to have a wide base. This carjack covers a small area, which would
make some people uncomfortable working on a car while it is lifted on this jack. An
improvement on this design could be making the base wider so it is sturdier while lifting a
car. Also, this existing design would need to be operated on a flat surface due to the small
rollers on one end of the base. This limits the design on where it can be used. Another major
downside to this design is that it is very expensive, priced at around $2,200.00. This product
has good design qualities but is too expensive for our application. The website where we
found this product is called toolots.com and is shown in fig. 1 below.
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Figure 1: Researched Existing Scissor Jack Design
This existing design is also a scissor style jack, except it has two separate platforms
with their own scissor jacks, instead of one big central scissor jack. This design has two rails
that are not able to adjust to different cars lift points. This is a downside to this design
because it might not work for all cars or trucks. However, this design can be used on rougher
surfaces due to the flat base of the two lifting rails. The previous design had small roller
wheels rolling across the ground, while this design will stay in place when lifting a vehicle.
The website that sells this carjack is called Quickjack.com, and the part number for this
model is BL-5000EXT. These jacks are rated to hold a lot of weight and were tested to hold
a maximum of 20,000 lbs. However, they are also quite expensive priced at about $1,550.00.
To use design concepts from this product, we would have to make our jack rated for a lot less
weight to cut down the cost of components. A picture of this design is shown in fig 2. below.

Figure 2: Researched Existing Quick Jack Design
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This background research provided the team with some information about scissor
jacks. Although the designs were intriguing, the team quickly found that a floor jack would
be more compatible with the design we needed due to its lower cost and easier construction.
Scissor jacks are often motor powered or pneumatically powered. These were simply too
expensive for our budget, and the team felt that this would be too close to designs that
already existed, and thus would defeat the purpose of the project.
3 CONCEPT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION
3.1 USER NEEDS AND METRICS
3.1.1 Record of the user needs interview
Below is a record of the 20 questions that the team asked potential users of our design with
their answers recorded under each question.
1. How high does the jack need to lift the car? 2’, 3’, 4’?
2 inches
2. What resting height should the jack be? Does this jack need to be low profile for
lower cars to be able to roll onto it?
ideally most passenger cars and most small SUV’s, average type cars.
3. How much weight should this jack lift? Smaller cars weigh in at about 3,000 lbs.,
dually trucks weigh in at about 8,000 lbs. Do we need to be able to lift 8,000 lbs. to
lift the heaviest vehicles?
3,000 lbs. to 4,000 lbs., majority of cars weight
4. Do we need to be able to accommodate large vans with long wheelbases? Extended
Ford Transits have a wheelbase of 148”, do we need to be able to lift a vehicle this
long?
No
5. Does this jack need to be very sturdy with a wide base for use in any environment?
Or will this jack be mainly used in car shops where there is flat ground?
Flat ground is fine
6. Should this jack be able to lift both ends of a car independently? Meaning should it
be able to lift only the front of the car for an oil change? Or would lifting it all at
once meet all the needs of this design?
- Whole car only
7. Should the underside of the car be accessible while it is jacked up? Meaning should
this be able to be used for removing the transmission from a car? Or will this be used
only for rotating tires and changing oil?
- Rotating tires only
8. Does this jack need to be easily portable? i.e. does this need to have its own wheels
to roll it around? Or would using a pallet jack to move it around be portable enough?
- Pallet jack moving it around in a garage, most jacks are able to move
9. Should this jack be easily operated by one person? Does this need to have one person
controlling it, or would having two pumps on either side of the portable jack be
acceptable?
- Ideally one person, maybe two would be ok
10. Does this jack need to be operated pneumatically or electrically? Or would operating
it manually by pumping a jack suffice?
- All 3 are fine
11. How safe does this jack need to be? Are people going to get under the car while it is
jacked up? Some people don’t use jack stands if they aren’t going to be getting
7

underneath the car, should this jack be similar in use to a regular pump jack where
jack stands are used when getting underneath the car?
- Must be safe in case car falls
12. What factor of safety should our design have? Should our jack be extremely load
capable to ensure the cars we’re lifting are nowhere near the load limit?
- We must have a factor of safety of 1.5. Technically we should be able to load 150%
of the rated capacity, and the material should only be experiencing 85%-90% of its
maximum tensile strength. In plain terms, if our device is meant to have a maximum
capacity of 3,000 lbs., then it should be able to lift and support 4,500 lbs. without any
bending or cracking in the machine or its components. But it is marketed as having a
maximum capacity of 3000 lbs.
13. Are there any requirements on the dimensions of this portable jack? Should it be able
to fit into the back of a pickup truck?
- Fold up and be put in a garage or hung up. The smaller it can be folded up the better
but no requirements
14. How heavy can this portable jack be? Would it be okay for this portable lift to be
heavy? If not, what weight would be considered too heavy?
- Ideally one person can move it around, 150 lbs. heaviest, 100 lbs. better. Add wheels
or caster wheels
15. Does this need to be able to fold up and be stored away in a compact space? Or is this
going to be used for an application where it’s not going to be stored away?
- Ideally yes
16. What is the cost range for this jack? Other products for a similar application range
from $1,000 - $2,000, should our design be cheaper?
- Ideally prototype is $150-$250
17. Does this have to be one piece of equipment? Or would two identical pieces of
equipment on either side of the car work?
- One piece
18. Should this jack be highly durable? How many uses should it be capable of? 1000
uses?
- Yes, durable steel or high strength aluminum
19. Should this jack be aesthetic? Does it need to have a good-looking appearance to be
used in car showrooms and other places where it needs to look good? Meaning
should we paint or powder coat it?
- Nope
20. What is the most important aspect of the design for you as the user? What are the
primary points you are looking for? Load capacity? Adjustability? Safety?
- Safety is at the top of course; close second is adjustability. Already talked about load
capacity.
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3.1.2 List of identified metrics
Table 1: List of Identified Metrics
Metrics Table
Metric
Number

2

Associated
Needs
Load
Capability
Structural
Safety

3
4
5
6
7

Ease of Use
Weight
Adjustability
Price
Appearance

8

Durability

9
10
11

Portability
Length
Width
Resting
Height
Lifting
Height

1

12
13

Metric

Units

Min Value

Max Value

Load
Factor of
Safety
Number of
Operators
Weight
Yes or No
Currency
User scale
Number of
Uses
Carrying
Accessories
Length
Width

Tons
Integer/Rati
o

1

3.5

1.5

3

Integer
lbs.
Binary
Dollars
integer

1
80
0
100
1

2
150
1
250
5

Integer

1000

10000

Integer
inches
inches

0
36
6

2
120
24

Height

inches

1

6

Lift

inches

0

2

3.1.3 Table/list of quantified needs equations

Table 2: Quantified Needs Equations
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3.2 CONCEPT DRAWINGS
Design 1: Central Beam and Rotating Extension Arms Design

Figure 3- Central Beam and Rotating Extension Arms Design
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Figure 4- Central Beam and Rotating Extension Arms Design Explanation
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Design 2: Upgraded floor jack to lift whole car

Figure 5- Upgraded Floor Jack to Lift Whole Car
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Design 3: Scissor Jack Concept Design

Figure 6- Scissor Jack Concept Design
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Design 4: Inflatable Airbag Concept Design

Figure 7- Inflatable Airbag Concept Design
3.3

A CONCEPT SELECTION PROCESS.

3.3.1 Concept scoring (not screening)
Design 1: Beam and Arm Design
Table 3: Design 1 Concept Scoring

Total Happiness: 45.52%
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Design 2: 4 Arm Jack Attachment
Table 4: Design 2 Concept Scoring

Total Happiness: 64.65%
Design 3: Scissor Jack
Table 5: Design 3 Concept Scoring

Total Happiness: 68.57%
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Design 4: Airbag Scissor Jack
Table 6: Design 4 Concept Scoring

Total Happiness: 65.63%
3.3.2 Preliminary analysis of each concept’s physical feasibility
Design 1: Beam and Arm Design
The physical construction of this design is straight forward, as it would be mostly made of
simple metals with arms that would swivel out towards the sides of the vehicle. The beam
would be centered underneath the car. Originally, it was designed to be a new type of jack
that could be motor or hydraulic powered. However, after some group discussion, the group
felt it may be suited better as an attachment to an already existing floor jack. Due to its low
profile, it may not be feasible to try and mount a motor to the underside of the jack to lift it.
With the length of the beam though, it would also be difficult to balance the beam on a single
jack. It may need additional stands to ensure safety and prevent the jack from tipping.
Overall, the adjusting design is simple, but the shape and height of the design may prove
difficult to be able to mount a motor or device to lift it off the ground.
Design 2:
This design would utilize a traditional floor jack. We would build onto it additional
provisions to lift an entire vehicle with one floor jack. This design involves adding four
extension arms to the top of the jack and adding stabilizers to the bottom of the floor jack.
This should work if we can position the upgraded floor jack under the center of gravity of the
vehicle to ensure it would support the car and keep it balanced as well. To use this design
concept, a strong floor jack will be required. Since we need a factor of safety of 1.5 or
greater, we will need a floor jack capable of lifting about 4,500 lbs. to lift most cars which
weigh about 3,000 lbs.
Design 3:
This design involves two scissor jacks that lift two rails which lift the car. These scissor
jacks are actuated by hydraulic cylinders which press the scissor jack apart to lift the rails of
the jack. These hydraulic cylinders require a hydraulic pressure to expand, and as shown in
the picture, a hydraulic pump of some kind would be required. A standard floor jack could
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be repurposed to act as the hydraulic pump, or some other kind of electric hydraulic pump
could be used as well. On the right side of each bar of the scissor, there are roller wheels that
allow the scissor jack to extend and slide across the base and the lifting rails. Many existing
designs that use scissor jacks are rated for around 8,000 lbs. which would be plenty of weight
capacity for our application. However, these hydraulic cylinders and pump could be
expensive, as well as the scissor jack itself, so this might be a tough design to build with our
budget. Since we only have to lift the car 2 inches off the ground, a simpler design might
better suit our application.
Design 4:
This design involves lifting the car by a steel structure, as shown in the picture. This
mechanism is actuated by inflatable air bags that can be expanded by adding compressed air
to them. The idea with this design is that the airbags push the upper rails away from the
bottom rails, and the parallel bars connecting them keep the top rail level with the ground.
Also, there are some sliding lift points on the lift rails that can be adjusted to lift the structural
points of the vehicle rather than just anywhere on the frame. This design would be extremely
load capable, because inflatable airbag jacks can lift as much as 6,000 lbs., but it could be
expensive as well. The air compressor and airbags might take up the whole budget by
themselves, so it might not be the best option even though it might be the strongest.
3.3.3 Final summary statement
After scoring our designs and looking at the physical properties of each, we have decided to
pursue the Upgraded Floor Jack with Extendable Arms Design. This one scored very high
from our happiness equations and spreadsheet, and it also seemed the most practical to build
while staying within budget. While the Scissor Jack design scored the highest from our
happiness equations, it will likely be very complicated to build as it has hydraulics and would
be very difficult to stay under budget buying the components for it. The Upgraded Floor Jack,
however, would be much more straightforward to build, and would perform very similarly to
the scissor jack design as well. To conclude, we have elected to build the Upgraded Floor
Jack because of its performance with the happiness equations, and because of its simple
design and practicality for this project.
3.4 PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE DESIGN
The single most important aspect of choosing a design will be the safety of the design. We
want our design to be extremely safe and sturdy while lifting a car and comply with all codes
and standards, so safety will be considered the overall performance measure. Another
important performance measure of our design will be load capability. Our car jack must lift
an entire car, and it needs to be able to lift very heavy loads to lift cars safely.
3.5 REVISION OF SPECIFICATIONS AFTER CONCEPT SELECTION
After reviewing our Upgraded Floor Jack Design, we made a couple of changes to ensure it
would be safe and load capable while lifting a vehicle. Firstly, we changed the material of
our parts. Initially we were planning on using an aluminum disc to bolt our extension arms
to, but that proved to be too weak to withstand the stress of the extension arms bearing down
on it. We changed it to a cast iron disc to increase its strength and found that it could support
17

the load. Secondly, we also decided to use steel Unistrut as extension arms instead of
circular iron tubes. Part of this decision was that we found steel Unistrut in the WashU scrap,
but also because they are made of reinforced steel that is very strong and would work well for
our design. Next, we decided to bolt our Unistrut to our disc instead of welding them
together. This would make our design more versatile because the Unistrut wouldn’t be fixed
in position, and it would also be easier to assemble as well. Lastly, we increased the size of
our iron disc. We did this because we realized a 9” disc would not be large enough to support
the load, so we increased the size to a 12” diameter disc.
4
4.1

EMBODIMENT AND FABRICATION PLAN
EMBODIMENT/ASSEMBLY DRAWING

Figure 8-Embodiment/Assembly Drawing
Note: This was the initial embodiment sketch of the design. The bubbles on the sketch will
not entirely match the attached parts list. See CAD assembly drawings in Chapter 9 for
finalized assembly drawing.
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4.2

PARTS LIST
Table 7: Parts List

No.

Item
Unit
Description Unit Cost Qty.

3

1 & 7/8 SquareNesting Unistrut
Arms (2.5 ft long)
1/2" Wood Screws
(used as pins)
Aluminum bar (3
ft long)

4

Nylon Nuts

Each

5

Hex Bolts

Each

6

Fender Washers
12" Diameter
Gray Cast Iron
Disc

Each

Free
(scrap)
Free
(scrap)
Free
(scrap)
$0.69
each
$2.98
each
$0.66
each

Each

$87

1
2

7

9

1/2" thick, 2"
wide, 1' long bar
to cut for lifting
platforms
1" by 1" by 3'
Rectangular tubes

10

Total Direct costs

8

Each
Each
Each

Material Labor

N/A

$0

N/A

$0

N/A

$0

N/A

$6

Lowe's

321047

N/A

$23.84

Lowe's

311611

8

Brass
6061
Aluminum
Stainless
Steel
Standard
Zinc Alloy
Stainless
Steel

WashU
Scrap
WashU
Scrap
WashU
Scrap

N/A

$5.28

Lowe's

368753

1

Cast Iron

N/A

$87

MMC

8926K35

6061
Anodized
Aluminum
4130 Alloy
Steel

N/A

$26

MMC

6023K31

N/A

$114

MMC

6582K43

4
8
1
8
8

Each

$26

1

Each

$56.91

2

Low Alloy
Steel

Model
Total Found Number

$262

11
12

Indirect Overhead
Costs

N/A

13
14
15
16
17
18

Total before
contingency
Contingency
(15%)
Engineers
estimate

$262
$39.32
Subtotal
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$301.44

N/A
N/A
N/A

4.3

DRAFT DETAIL DRAWINGS FOR EACH MANUFACTURED PART
3. No parts will be fabricated from scratch. Our design will simply be an assembly of the
raw materials and items that will be purchased. They will be assembled using bolts,
nuts, washers, and pins. Close up detail drawings of the connections are shown below
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

Figure 9- Disk Assembly
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Figure 10- Arms Assembly
4.4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN RATIONALE

1 & 7/8 Steel Square Unistrut: These Steel Square Unistrut beams are sized at 1 & 7/8
wide and 2.5’ long, with a 1/8” thickness. After some FEA on these bars, it was decided that
the design would be safer if the Unistrut bars were completely overlapped, essentially being
treated as one singular entity. The prefabricated holes make it easy for the Unistrut to be
bolted to the base plate.
1/2" Wood Screws: We needed some pins to lock our steel extendable arms in place, and
we found some 1/2” wood screws that fit perfectly in the holes in the Unistrut beams. This is
another piece that worked well with our design since these screws could easily be placed to
lock the arms and removed to adjust the arms. Also, like the Unistrut beams, we found these
in WashU’s scrap, which was great because we were able to obtain them without cost.
Aluminum bar: This aluminum bar is 3 ft long, and it will be useful for adding stability
arms to the base of the jack. We plan on cutting it and adding it to the side of the jack to
brace it against tipping side to side. We found this in WashU’s scrap along with the other
parts, making it free of cost and particularly useful for our car jack.
Nylon Nuts: These Nylon Nuts are Stainless steel and are used for a 1/2“bolt. We needed
some hardware to attach the steel Unistrut beams to our aluminum base disk, so we bought
21

some of these Nylon nuts to be used with some bolts to attach the two pieces of the design.
We figured Nylon nuts would be good to have to ensure these do not back out, as these bolts
are essential to the car jack lifting the car. We got these nuts from Lowe’s, and they were on
the cheaper side which also made them a perfect choice for our project.
Hex Bolts: These Hex Bolts are made of a high-grade stainless steel and have a
1/2“diameter. We needed a strong bolt to attach our extension arms to our baseplate, so we
bought these bolts from Lowe’s for that purpose. Since we also got these bolts from Lowe’s,
we were able to buy them for a cheaper price than somewhere like McMaster, which made
these bolts a smart choice to incorporate into our design.
Fender Washers: We needed some washers to go with our nuts and bolts to attach our
extension arms to our base disk, and we found these washers were the perfect size for the
application. They have a 1/2“ID and a 2” OD, which will help our bolts spread out the force
over a larger area on our steel Unistrut extension arms. We also found these washers at
Lowe’s, and these will be a good choice for our design.
12" Diameter, 1” thick Gray Cast Iron Disk: A gray cast iron disc was chosen to be the
base plate of the design. Cast iron was chosen due to its lower cost and easy machinability.
Holes needed be drilled throughout the entirety of the disc, so having an easy to machine
metal made construction safer and more fluid. 12” was chosen as the diameter in order to
allow enough space for the Unistrut arms to be bolted to the base plate. The diameter of the
jack saddle is around 3.5-4”, so it was safer to have some extra material to build on to. 1” was
chosen as the thickness to ensure a sturdy base that would not bend from the pressure of the
extension arms.
Mounting Platforms: To ensure the extension arms do not hit any of the underside of the
car other than the designated lift points, small aluminum blocks will be mounted to the end of
the extension arms. These mounting cylinders will allow the car to jack up from where it
should be lifted and not touch any other parts underneath the car. These will be screwed into
the end of the extension arm, and they will be about 2” by 3” and be ½" thick.
1” x 1” 4130 Alloy Steel Square Tubes: After some analysis, 1” by 1” steel tubes were
purchased to act as extension arms out of the Unistrut. These tubes are 18” long, and there is
expected to be a minimum of about 4” of overlap between the steel tubes and the Unistrut.
4130 alloy steel was chosen due to its low weight and high strength. This will allow the
vehicle to be lifted without adding a lot of extra weight to the part.
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5
5.1

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS PROPOSAL

5.1.1 Signed engineering analysis contract

5.2

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RESULTS

5.2.1 Motivation
The search for parts, codes and standards, hand calculations, and FEA are all essential
for moving the design forward out of a conceptual phase and into a reality. The parts search is
important, as it gives an idea of what types of materials will be needed, and what types of
materials will be within the team’s budget. The codes and standards are targets that the design
should seek to achieve. The goal is to have more than just functionality – it is desired to have
the design to be ready to be produced in an open market. To do this, it has to be certified,
meaning it has to meet all codes and standards set forth by ASME-PASE.
The hand calculations were for the stress analysis on the Unistrut extendable arms.
We utilized LRFD analysis to help figure out the load and torque that will come from lifting
the car, and to help identify points where the torque may become a concern for the overall
safety of the design. This goes hand in hand with the materials search, as the stresses that we
encounter will limit the types of materials that will be acceptable for building the project.
Finally, utilizing FEA via Solidworks gave a plethora of information about the design in
terms of stress, factor of safety, and displacement. These calculations and the FEA helped
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show that the design truly is viable and confirms that the team can proceed with a prototype
with a high level of confidence that the design will not fail.
5.2.2 Summary statement of analysis done
The analysis first began with some general stress calculations and progressed into an
LRFD method after discussing the calculation results with our professors. Screenshots of the
scrap work and equations are shown below, along with the resulting calculated stresses and
dimensions.

Figure 11- Initial Dimensional Analysis
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Figure 12- Initial stress analysis
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Figure 13- Circular Tube Stress Analysis
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Figure 14- Minimum Section Modulus Requirement
After we discussed the initial calculations with our professors, it was found that a square tube
would be a better shape, as the frame was sturdier. This would allow for a smaller sized tube
to be used, as it would still be stronger. Calculations for the square tube are shown below in
fig. 10.5 and fig 10.6.
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Figure 15- Square Tube Stress Analysis
Table 8: Possible Section Modulus Dimensions

NUM values indicate formulas that resulted in negative dimensions, which are impossible.
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Figure 16- Overlapping Square Tube Stress Analysis
To further increase the strength of the arm, one Unistrut was put inside of the other, thereby
doubling the thickness of the metal. This proved to be a great idea because it reduced the
maximum stress of the arm from 122,551 psi to 78,043 psi which is withing the maximum
allowable stress of 1040 steel of 90,000 psi.
Below are also some screenshots of the FEA conducted on an arm of the assembly with
different forces and at different lengths. All of the screenshots of the FEA analysis can be
seen in the zip file contained in Appendix C.
Displacement

Figure 17- Displacement Test
Stress (von Mises)
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Figure 18- Von Mises Stress Analysis
Factor of Safety

Figure 19- Factor of Safety Test

5.2.3 Methodology
Our method of analysis was LRFD and FEA, as mentioned above. We did not create
any test rigs or run any experiments on live parts. Our analysis was done through
hypothetical hand drawings, and through parts modeled in Solidworks. We ran our FEA on a
single arm to see what kinds of stresses would be on each individual arm.
5.2.4 Results
Our analysis told us that square tubes will be viable for the design, and specifically,
that the Unistrut bars that we found have a high enough tensile strength to support the weight
of the car. However, we found that having the Unistrut arms extended rather than overlapping
greatly reduces the load that the arm can hold without a high level of displacement. In
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general, we have found that our design likely will not meet code, as we will have a little more
than 1/8” displacement. However, based on our parts and materials search, we will not be
able to afford materials that will be strong enough to both hold up the vehicle and follow
ASME-PASE.
5.2.5 Significance
As mentioned earlier, our results lead us to change the shape of our extendable arms
from round tubes to square tubes due to the square tubes being stronger and being able to
have a slightly smaller size in order to conserve space. Our analysis also prompted us to
purchase a third square rod to extend out from our Unistrut arms. This will allow the Unistrut
to remain fully overlapped throughout the entirety of the lifting process. Since the Unistrut is
nested tightly, we can essentially treat the two pieces as one bar, which doubles the wall
thickness and greatly increases the strength of the inner bar. The additional rods we
purchased were made of 4130 alloy steel, which was the strongest material we could
purchase while remaining close to our maximum budget. We also did away with the elbows
at the end of the extension. Instead, we opted to attach the lifting platform directly to the end
of the extended 4130 steel alloy arm. It will be on a directly flat surface, which would remove
the area of high stress that the elbow would experience. Also, instead of welding our arms to
our base disc, we have instead decided to pin them. This was not as much from our analysis,
but just the general fact that we wanted to increase the adjustability of the design. Welding
the arm would not allow rotation of the arms. Our only other design change was the method
of mounting of our central base disc. Since we do not have access to the machine shop, we
will not be able to make a cutout on the disc as originally intended. Instead, we are going to
have a small base plate around the bottom of the jack saddle, which our main base disc will
be bolted to. This will keep the disc from tipping off the jack saddle.
6

RISK ASSESSMENT
Below is the risk management register for the project.

Figure 20- Risk Assessment
6.1

RISK IDENTIFICATION
There were six main risks that were identified for the project. They were as follows:
•
•

Calculation errors
Tool availability
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•
•
•
•

Shipping Delays
Material Rigidity
Vehicle Availability
Location Under Vehicle

6.2

RISK ANALYSIS
Some of the risks that the project contained were of much higher impact than others.
There were some risks that were inherent given the circumstances of the semester and the
COVID-19 pandemic. The risk with the highest possible impact was in the calculations of the
material strengths of the part. If the calculations that were made were incorrect, it would
result in the group overestimating the strength of the material that was used and could have
resulted in part failure as well as serious injury to the user and damage to the vehicle. This
was related to the project development, as the materials that were purchased were based on
the calculations that were made.
Location under the vehicle was the next highest risk, and this was an operation impact
on the device. Being able to locate the center of gravity of the vehicle as well as be able to
encompass it with all four extension arms presented risk of the vehicle tipping over if it was
not balanced properly. This would cause damage to the vehicle and potentially to the user.
Unfortunately, there is no way to combat this risk until testing, and situations must be dealt
with on a case-by-case basis depending on test vehicles.
The material rigidity is closely related to the calculation errors risk. If the material
properties were not fully understood when making purchases, there was a risk that the
materials would not be as stiff and would have more bending than would be allowable by
code. Failure in this area would be very tough to overcome given time and budget constraints,
as either replacement parts or additional support parts would have to be purchased.
The vehicle availability risk compromises the ability of the team to be able to test a
high number of vehicles and ensure the robustness of the design. The group only consists of
three members, and one of the members drives a low-profile mustang that requires a special
jack in order to be lifted. The design of this part is not suitable for cars with that type of
customization. This is something that the group accepted going into the project, since there is
no way for the team to get access to other vehicles for testing.
The final two risks both had potential impacts on the scheduling and construction
timeline. Due to COVID-19, the shop at Washington University has very limited use, and
there is a high potential for shipping delays. Both of these would cause the construction of the
Car Jack 2.0 to be delayed while materials arrive, and shop space becomes available for use
by the team. In order to combat this, the group sought to order parts as early as possible and
coordinated shop dates with the professors well in advance of the planned construction date.
6.3 RISK PRIORITIZATION
A risk management register was filled out and utilized for the group to prioritize the risks that
we faced. Calculations were the highest priority, as it was what the group had the most direct
control over and what had the highest potential impact for the rest of the project. It was
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ensured that calculations were checked by all team members and ran by the professors for
confirmation and consulting. All other risks were things that could not easily be prevented if
they did happen and were simply accepted by the group. There was an effort to prevent most
of these risks by planning things out ahead of time and having fluid and open communication
with the professors. Most of these risks had very little impact on the success or failure of the
project. These were more scheduling issues that simply delayed construction by a couple of
days.
7

CODES AND STANDARDS

7.1 IDENTIFICATION
Codes and Standards referenced and followed: ASME-PASE 2019
Bibliographic information/citation: The American Society of Mechanical Engineer. (2019).
Safety Standard for Portable Automotive Service Equipment. New York, NY: The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
7.2

JUSTIFICATION
The ASME-PASE 2019 code details the specific safety requirements for all hydraulic
jacks that are used for automotive vehicles. Although our design is not a jack in and of itself,
it is an attachment to a jack, and therefore should adhere to all the codes and standards that
are required of hydraulic jacks in ASME-PASE 2019. It is crucial that the addition of this
attachment also not cause the jack to fall out of code with ASME-PASE 2019.
We are looking specifically at the section of the code pertaining to service jacks
because we are attaching to a service jack in our prototype. Furthermore, the shape of our
attachment compliments service jacks the best. It would probably not be usable for a forklift
jack due to its shape and size, so we felt that it was not necessary to try and accommodate for
their code. We want our design to specifically be used with service jacks, and therefore chose
to focus on that section of the code.
7.3

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

7.3.1 Safety
Given that we are lifting an entire car, one of the main design constraints was safety. One of
the requirements from our ASME Standards was that we needed a Factor of Safety of 1.5.
This required that the design needed to be made to withstand 1.5 times the expected load,
which would make the car jack overbuilt for a usual car. This constraint required us to change
the material we were using to high grade steel which is much stronger than aluminum like we
had originally planned.
7.3.2 Manufacturing
The original design had to be slightly altered, since the only tools available to the team were a
bandsaw and a drill press. Originally, the team wanted to make an incision cut into the center
of the base disc for easier mounting on to the jack saddle. However, with a lathe being
unavailable, an alternative approach had to be taken.
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7.3.3 Economic
The team only had a $250 budget to work with, so some parts were scrounged from scrap in
order to complete the prototype. A higher budget would be needed in order to complete a true
production of the project from scratch with the desired materials.
7.4

SIGNIFICANCE
These standards greatly altered the material choices and arm shape. In our initial
sketches, we planned on using round aluminum tubes, but after some calculations, we
realized that the material and shape would make it very difficult to comply with the code.
Additionally, it would have made it very difficult to attach a piece to the end points to act as
replacement saddles and keep them flat. After looking at our calculations and the code, we
decided to use Unistrut, which is a low alloy steel. It has a higher strength and is more rigid
than aluminum, allowing for less bending to better comply with the code. Additionally, we
decided to switch to a square tube. The hollow square tube was stronger due to its shape, and
it is easier to attach saddle pieces to it since it is already flat. Since the hollow square shape
was stronger, it also allowed us to reduce the size of the square compared to the circular cross
section, which gives us more space to have the raised platform for the contact points to sit on,
as the code requires.
8
8.1

WORKING PROTOTYPE
PROTOTYPE PHOTOS

Figure 21- Full Assembly with Extension Arms
This is the overall design for the lift. The 4 arms are bolted to the central base plate, which is
placed on top of the jack saddle. The original plan was to make an in cut into the base disc so
it could sit around the jack saddle, but there was a lack of available tools in the machine shop,
so the base disc simply rests on top of the jack saddle. This picture is with the steel Unistrut
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arms as well as the alloy steel extension arms at their full extension. This is showing the
design at its maximum capable extension, which can be adjusted with the holes in the alloy
steel depending on the extension length that was necessary. Lifting pads are also bolted to the
ends of the alloy steel bars to ensure that the load is braced at the ends of the extension arms
instead of the center.

Figure 22- Full Assembly without Extension Arms
This is an image of the overall design without the extension arms attached. The two vehicles
that were tested did not have very wide frames, and thus did not require the extension arms in
order to reach the jack points. If they are not needed, the extension arms can easily be
removed since they are just bolted to the Unistrut. The Unistrut is also a high strength
material, so it can lift the vehicle on its own without the alloy steel extension. Since the steel
Unistrut is bolted to the central disc that is at a fixed size, this represents the minimum
extension of the lifting device.
8.2
WORKING PROTOTYPE VIDEO
Car Jack 2.0 Senior Design Project
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This video showcases the final prototype of the design and how to operate it to lift vehicles of
different sizes.
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8.3

PROTOTYPE COMPONENTS

Figure 23- Disk to Arms Bolt Connections
Close up photo of the base disc with the Unistrut arms bolted to it. The disc is made from
gray cast iron. Each Unistrut arm is bolted to the disc with two standard zinc alloy bolts that
are 4” long and ½” in diameter. All holes are drilled directly through the disc. Bolts needed to
be long enough for thread to reach through both the Unistrut arm and the base disc. Arms are
measured to be approximately 90 degrees apart. Bolts can be loosened using hand tools for
the machine to be disassembled for compact storage. Base plate rests on top of jack saddle
and it approximately 12” in diameter and approximately 1.5” thick.
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Figure 24- Extension Arm Close Up
Close up photo of alloy steel extension arm connected to the Unistrut arm. Alloy steel
extension arm was connected using a stainless-steel bolt that was 3” long and ½" in diameter.
Standard zinc alloy steel or galvanized steel can also be used as a cheaper alternative to
stainless – this is just what was on hand at the time. Bolts have a nut and washer at the
bottom to hold them tightly in place. As shown fig.17 and fig. 18, alloy steel extension arms
have multiple holes drilled into them so they can be adjustable to different lengths. Each
alloy steel arm is about 18” long in total, although maximum extension allows for an
extension of only about 14” for safety reasons. Bolts can again be loosened and removed
using hand tools for easy breakdown and storage.
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Figure 25- Lifting Platform
Close up photo of aluminum lifting platform. Aluminum platform is 2”x3” and ½" thick.
Additional steel piece was added under the aluminum to provide extra height but is not
necessary. A more ideal design would be a single piece of aluminum or steel that is slightly
thicker. Aluminum and steel are bolted to the alloy steel extension arm with a 3” long, ½"
diameter stainless steel bolt. Standard zinc alloy or galvanized are also acceptable materials.
Nut and washer at the bottom of bolt in order to provide more tightening and safety. The bolt
can be removed using hand tools for easy breakdown and storage. Lifting platforms can also
be mounted directly to Unistrut bars instead due to the two bars (Unistrut and alloy steel)
utilizing the same size holes.
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Figure 26- Disk on Jack Saddle
Close up photo of underside of disc resting on top of jack saddle. Different types of jacks
were tested for compatibility with the design and based required strength and capacity needed
to lift certain vehicles. This jack was selected due to its lower profile, allowing the team to
get underneath a small sedan. On this jack, the nuts that run through the center of the disc
help to keep the disc in place by meshing tightly with jack saddle. It is important to note that
not all jacks can be approached the same way, as each jack has a different platform/saddle
which may require more specified instructions for certain jack saddle sizes.
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Figure 27- Unistrut Cross-section
Close up photo of cross section of Unistrut bars. The Unistrut bars were kept fully overlapped
to maximize the strength of the material, as the material can essentially be treated as one
thick layer. The inner layer had a C shaped cross section. Each bar was overlapped with the
inner bar in the direction as shown in fig 20. The bars were drilled to have concentric ½”
diameter holes that could have pins ran through them in order to connect extension alloy steel
bars if necessary. The Unistrut bars were approximately 30” in length. Each had a wall
thickness of 1/8”, with the outside diameter of the outer bar being 1 7/8”
9
9.1

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION
FINAL DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTATION

9.1.1 Engineering Drawings
See Appendix C for the individual CAD models.
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Figure 28- Drawing of Whole Car Jack

Figure 29-Picture of Car Jack Assembly
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Figure 30- Drawing of Aluminum Lift Blocks

Figure 31- Drawing of Drilled Cast Iron Disk
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Figure 32- McMaster Drawing of Steel Bolts
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Figure 33- Drawing of Steel Unistrut (Outside)

Figure 34- Drawing of Steel Unistrut (Inside)
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9.1.2 Sourcing instructions
(1) As shown in Fig. 20, a CAD drawing of the whole assembly is shown. Each of the
components in our design was attached together by drilling holes and bolting them
with a bolt and a nut, there was not any welding or fabrication done to build this
design. The bolts were ½” in diameter, so we utilized a 9/16 drill bit for each of the
holes we drilled. We obtained our drill bit by finding one in WashU’s machine shop,
but most hardware stores sell drill bits, and one could be sourced from either a
Lowe’s or a Home Depot for about $10.00.
(2) A screenshot of the entire assembly is shown in Fig. 21.
(3) `As shown in Fig. 22, a drawing of the Aluminum Lift Blocks is shown. These were
made by purchasing a foot-long piece of aluminum from McMaster and cutting it into
4 pieces, each 3 inches long, and then drilling a hole through it using a 9/16 drill bit.
The part number for the aluminum bar we bought is 6023K31 on McMaster. If this
cannot be bought, this component could be made by cutting any piece of stock
material into square shapes that would fit on the ends of the Unistrut arms. This part
on McMaster is relatively inexpensive, priced at about $25.52.
(4) In Fig. 23, our Cast Iron Disk is shown. This was made by purchasing a 12” diameter
and 1” thick Cast Iron disk from McMaster and drilling the necessary holes in it to
bolt the steel Unistrut arms to it. The part number for the disk is 8926K35 on
McMaster, and we used the 9/16 drill bit mentioned above to drill these holes. This
disk is priced at about $86.84 on McMaster. If this disk cannot be bought, it can be
replicated by taking a large piece of stock and machining it into a disk that is big
enough to withstand the stress of the load. For most cases, machining something like
this would cost a lot more than the cast iron disk, so that will be the better option in
most situations.
(5) As shown in Fig. 24, the bolts we used for the design were steel bolts that were about
3” long. These bolts can be purchased from many places, including McMaster,
Lowes, Home Depot, and most hardware stores. These bolts need to be steel because
they will have a heavy load on them, but they can be any grade of steel. In addition to
the bolts themselves, a set of nuts and washers will need to be purchased as well. If
the threads match, any style of nut should suffice for the build.
(6) In Fig. 25, the outside piece of our steel Unistrut arm is shown. These were scrounged
from WashU’s scrap room, but if these components are not readily available, they can
be purchased either Shapiro or Amazon for about $50.00 per Unistrut channel. We
modified our Unistrut arms because the inner channel did not have the necessary
holes, so a 9/16 drill bit may be needed to drill the necessary provisions in the inner
channel for the bolts to slide through. Some Unistrut pieces come with these holes
already in them and would not require additional holes to be drilled.
(7) As shown in Fig. 26, the inner Unistrut is shown. Sourcing these channels will be the
same as sourcing the outside channels as described in (6).
9.2

FINAL PRESENTATION
Link to Final Presentation: Car Jack 2.0 Final Presentation
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10 TEARDOWN
All parts used for the project were returned to Washington University in St. Louis and can be
used as scrap pieces for future student projects.
11 APPENDIX A - PARTS LIST
Table 9: Appendix A- Parts List
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12 APPENDIX B - BILL OF MATERIALS
Table 10: Appendix B- Bill of Materials

Item
Unit
No. Description Unit Cost Qty.

3

1 & 7/8 SquareNesting Unistrut
(2.5 ft long)
1/2" Wood Screws
(used as pins)
Aluminum bar (3
ft long)

4

Nylon Nuts

Each

5

Hex Bolts

Each

6

Fender Washers
12" Diameter
Gray Cast Iron
Disc
1/2" thick, 2"
wide, 1' long bar
to cut for lifting
platforms
1" by 1" by 3'
Rectangular tubes
Total Direct costs

Each

Free
(scrap)
Free
(scrap)
Free
(scrap)
$0.69
each
$2.98
each
$0.66
each

Each

$87

1
2

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Each
Each
Each

Model
Material Labor Total Found Number

N/A

$0

N/A

$0

N/A

$0

N/A

$6

Lowe's

321047

N/A

$23.84

Lowe's

311611

8

Brass
6061
Aluminum
Stainless
Steel
Standard
Zinc Alloy
Stainless
Steel

WashU
Scrap
WashU
Scrap
WashU
Scrap

N/A

$5.28

Lowe's

368753

1

Cast Iron

N/A

$87

MMC

8926K35

6061
Anodized
Aluminum
4130 Alloy
Steel

N/A

$26

MMC

6023K31

N/A

$114
$262

MMC

6582K43

4
8
1
8
8

Each

$26

1

Each

$56.91

2

Low Alloy
Steel

Indirect Overhead
Costs

N/A

Total before
contingency
Contingency
(15%)
Engineers
estimate

$262
$39.32
Subtotal
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$301.44

N/A
N/A
N/A

13 APPENDIX C – COMPLETE LIST OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
Zip file of FEA analysis screenshots:
https://gowustlmy.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/allensworth_c_wustl_edu/EWTI0vaqkxRFtE3DO25CW8o
BCnZNQuz6qz2UDI0dU8KNVQ?e=d5jkpY
Zip file of CAD Models and files:
https://gowustlmy.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/allensworth_c_wustl_edu/ERZkltIqHxRCiREvBku_XgB51cGNz0r93_VT3E-wlZHOQ?e=E9sE9G
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